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Copyright Violations 

Twenty-one teachers responded to the recent copyright 
survey. The results brought many issues to light. Below are 
the most urgent issues and a brief explanation.  

 Copying from workbooks/ consumables that aren't 
labeled for educational reproduction—This action has 
a direct impact on the publisher’s sales and the value 
of the material and has a high monetary penalty. 

 Copying more than the word count limit—Maintaining 
prescribed word counts shows that classroom use is 
reasonable and does not impact the value of the work. 

 Making more than one copy per student—This, again, 
demonstrates reasonable use. This does not allow for 
making extra copies under the assumption that 
students will mutilate or lose their copies. Technically, 
all copies must include a notice of copyright, as well. 

 Photocopying the same materials year after year—The 
first time is acceptable but repeated use shows an 
unwillingness to follow legal guidelines for permission. 
There is ample time to request and receive permission 
for use. 

 Copying a resource to avoid buying it—No matter the 
format (DVD, VHS, print, etc.) this has a direct and 
immediate impact on the market. This action has a 
high monetary penalty. 

 Showing videos when there's a substitute—The actual 
classroom teacher must be in the room when videos 
are shown. Use must be for direct teaching in class. 
Videos must be analyzed, summarized, thoroughly 
discussed, or explicitly used in instruction in some way. 
Stopping the video regularly to discuss DOES NOT 
constitute instruction. 

 Using videos for rewards/entertainment—This is not 
instructional use and immediately violates the 
copyright notice at the beginning of the video. This 
carries a high monetary penalty, as well. 

Whether intentional or not, violating copyright is breaking 
the law and stealing. Please see your teacher-librarian for 
additional information or clarification. Look for further 
information on fair use and the public domain in October and 
November newsletters.  

Out with the Old… 

Our current overhead 
projectors will be phased out 
effective immediately. We will 
exhaust all bulbs before 
disposing of the machines. 

Why are we taking this step? 
Technology must be updated to 
best meet the needs and 
expectations of our learners.  

SMART boards are the 
modern equivalent of overhead 
projectors. They, or a 
comparable flat-screen 
television, offer an enhanced 
teaching/ learning experience. 
Our newer technology allows for 
flexibility to work with various 
forms of media, while meeting 
the needs of various learning 
styles. Modern technology is 
also low maintenance and more 
environmentally-friendly than its 
predecessor. Anything currently 
being done on an overhead can 
be done on a SMART board, 
likely with additional student 
interaction and engagement.  

If you need assistance with 
the transition, speak to your 
teacher-librarian for ideas and 
troubleshooting. 

  

     



       

SMART Board Training 
 

Beginner session: Will cover SMART notebook software 
basics, including opening and saving files, sorting pages, 
adding text/ graphics, using the screen shade, using the 

dual display, pinning and duplicating pages. 
October 5-- 3:35pm-4:35pm 
October 6-- 6:50am-7:50am 

 
Advanced session: Will cover using SMART Exchange 
website templates, modifying templates, and creating 

manipulatives and interactive lessons. 
October 19-- 3:35pm-4:35pm 
October 20-- 6:50am-7:50am 

 
Let Mrs. D know ASAP if you plan to attend. 

 

Changes Ahead 

If you’ve been down in the library much, 

you have probably noticed Mrs. Duritza 

working on entire shelves of books. She 

has been re-categorizing and re-labeling 

all two thousand of our fiction books to 

prepare for our new lay-out. 

We will be moving to a genre-based 

organization of our fiction section. This 

is a major change for us and will take 

months to complete. We’re hoping to be 

re-organized by Christmas break. 

Current studies indicate that organizing 

the library by genre (mystery, romance, 

sports, war, etc.) increases student 

check-outs, thereby enhancing reading 

comprehension.  

We’ll be keeping a close eye on the data 

to see if our hard work pays off! 

  

    
 

“Investigate the language of the [Common Core] 
standards and examine the number of times certain 

words appear; you’ll notice that the term 
‘research’ appears 132 times, exceeding the mention 
of ‘vocabulary’ (79) and ‘nonfiction’ (64), and comes in 
close to ‘evidence’ (155) and ‘complexity’ (196). The 
word ‘information’ (244) is used more often than all 

five, but behind ‘reading’ (388).” 

-- Paige Jaeger, “On Common Core,” School Library Journal 

   

       

      
 

Questions or comments are always welcome! Speak to Sara Duritza or 
Sarah DeMaranville in the library. 

 

The mission of the Camanche Community School District, in partnership with family and community, is 
to empower students to develop the knowledge and skills to become lifelong learners and successful, 
productive citizens in a diverse, technological, ever-changing global society. 

The library program is guided by this mission: 

“In support of the Camanche Community School District’s commitment to educational excellence, the Camanche 
school libraries empower students and staff to become effective users of information, promote collaboration, foster a 
lifelong love of reading and learning, and help patrons achieve their goals.” 

And by these goals: 

 Provide a welcome and safe environment for learning. 

 Promote cultural and technological diversity in thinking and in resources in an effort to promote a more global 
perspective in learners. 

 Work to develop information literacy, lifelong learning, and critical thinking skills in all patrons. 

 Collaborate with teachers, administrators, support staff, parents, and students to provide the most valuable learning 
experiences possible. 
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